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INTRODUCTION
"Those who profess to favor freedom, yet deprecate agitation, are men who want crops without
plowing up the ground. They want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the
awful roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral one; or it may be a physical one; or it may
be both moral and physical; but it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing without a demand. It
never did and it never will."
– Frederick Douglass, African-American abolitionist
RATIONALE:
This unit on nonviolent direct action is a different kind of civics, that is more radical, in that it
addresses issues at their deep roots and may even include civil disobedience. Participants in such actions
may even be accused of “incivility” but they will develop the ability to achieve social justice by
challenging powerful people, organizations and institutions that restrict real democracy and perpetuate
deep inequalities and oppression. This is grounded in long tradition of nonviolent philosophy, hope and
love, to make the world a better place, rather than more limited forms of charity or individual consumer
choices. At the same time, this unit teaches students to be intentional, effective and strategic in
conceptualizing and using nonviolent direct action. Rather than fetishizing protest for the sake of
rebellion which may seem appealing to teens, this unit teaches students that protest, civil disobedience
and nonviolent direct action are tactics to be carefully planned with good causes in order to address deep
issues of social justice. This is crucial not only for a democratic society but also to have hope and to
become empowered agents of history. Additionally, this unit complements and includes teaching of
history that recognizes that there are and have been deep forms of injustice, oppression and inequality
and that the most significant changes have almost always come from below, from organized grassroots
and social movements, from abolition to women’s suffrage to labor rights to civil and human rights to
climate justice. This unit is appropriate for not only social studies classes in US Government, but also
US History and Modern World History.
Students will understand the definition of power- what is it? who has it? while also investigating
these questions: what is people power? How do groups of individuals acquire power? T
 he students will
study historical and contemporary social movements and activism for social justice and the methods that
have been used, especially nonviolent direct action. Students will apply their knowledge to two case
studies- the Montgomery Bus Boycott and ShellNo protest, and then analyze power structures within
their school community to affect change. As an extension, students will work to develop a direct action
campaign and project within their own community.
Ideally, there should be mostly group work/collective organizing and a democratic classroom as
prefigurative practice with modeling a few things in the beginning. Then students should research,
choose, read, submit and lead discussion with questions on articles and movies around social justice
issues. For the direct action simulation the teacher should sit back and let the students run the meeting,
after they have been prepared. Whatever happens, will be an important learning experience to be
debriefed.
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OBJECTIVES:
Students will study historical and contemporary social movements and activism for social justice and the
methods that have been used, especially nonviolent direct action.
Note that these are essential standards and objectives, rather than the current ones. We recognize that
while the official standards and objectives change, too often, educators recognize essential or core
standards and objectives that are compatible with any worthwhile standards or objectives that may be
adopted at any given time.
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
● What is power, what kinds of power are there, and where does it exist? What are different forms
of power?
● How do we influence and change the world? How do people make positive change in society?
● Why do people protest? How do people protest?
● What is social justice?
● Why and how do people engage in nonviolent direct action?
● How has nonviolent direct action shaped history?
STANDARDS:
● Examine the pluralistic realities of society (e.g., race, poverty, gender, and age), recognizing
issues of equity, and evaluating need for change.
● Examine the relationship between government and citizens to distinguish and evaluate the ways
that civic participation occurs in local, state, tribal, national, and global communities.
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT:
● Define, research, and explain an event, issue, problem, or phenomenon and its significance to
society.
● Analyze an event, issue, problem, or phenomenon, identifying characteristics, influences, causes,
and both short and long-term effects.
● Engage in informed deliberation and discussion of issues, events, and ideas.
● Examine the pluralistic realities of society (e.g., race, poverty, gender, and age), recognizing
issues of equity, and evaluating need for change.
● Propose, compare, and judge multiple responses, alternatives, or solutions to issues or problems;
then reach an informed, defensible, supported conclusion.
● Examine how the rights of U.S. Citizens are protected through laws and the court system.
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● Understanding theories of power.
● Develop skills in collaboration, cooperation, participatory democracy and consensus process.
Teachers can use this unit as a framework to analyze a variety of social movements in a US History,
World History or Government course. Depending on their schedule, teachers can include the direct
action campaign and project within their community at their discretion.
CALENDAR:
Day 1
Opening Act:
LESSON 1:
WHAT MAKES
YOU ANGRY?
Student narratives

Day 2
Literacy
Strategies:
Student narrative
drafting

Day 3
Student
narrative read
around &
debrief

Day 4
Main Stage:
LESSON 2:
POWER

Day 5
LESSON 3:
NONVIOLENT
DIRECT
ACTION AND
CASE STUDIES

Day 6
LESSON 4:
STUDENT
ACTIVISM
MIXER

Day 7
Closing Act:
LESSON 5:
NONVIOLENT
DIRECT
ACTION
SIMULATION

Day 8
Simulation
continued

Day 9
Authentic
Assessment

Day 10
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OPENING ACT
LESSON 1: WHAT MAKES YOU ANGRY?
In this lesson, students explore stories from their own lives and connect with each other about the
patterns, values, beliefs and actions that really ‘tick them off’. By building this foundation in the unit,
students will be able to see themselves in the historical figures who were so enraged by injustice that
they decided to take action. Students will identify the connection between anger, conviction and direct
action.
Link to Linda Christensen’s article “Essay With an Attitude”:
http://www.rethinkingschools.org/archive/11_02/Chrstnsn.shtml

POSSIBLE LESSON PROCEDURE:
1. Ask students: “What makes you angry? What gets on your nerves, under your skin? What makes
you want to scream when you see a movie, a commercial, or the news? Are there times when you
want to shake someone in the middle of a conversation? Are there things about school that you
just can't stand?” (Christensen). Make a list on the board. Examples: “Curfews, suspensions,
time-out rooms in a high school for tardy students, violence in the neighborhood, boring books in
English classes, lack of uniforms for the soccer team, support for women's sports compared to
men's, the way African Americans and Latinos are portrayed on the news, how overweight
women or dark-skinned women never get to be the sexy lead.” Discourage “pet-peeves”
(Christensen)
2. Sample Essays - Read a sample essay and ask students to identify evidence the author used to
support their thesis.
3. Return to the list students brainstormed on the board, chose one of the ideas and brainstorm
supporting evidence as a class. Have them provide examples. Get them to dig deeper by asking
“Why?” “What has happened recently that might contribute to ______________?”
4. Ask students to choose a topic from the board and gather evidence for it.
5. Students get in groups of 4-5 and share their topics and help each other brainstorm evidence
(homework is to get more evidence by talking with people and looking up news articles, etc.)
6. Introductions- explore introductions with students by showing them how good writers begin their
essays. Show essays beginning with questions, dialogue, quotes, anecdotes, and startling
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research. See examples (Literacy Strategies Packet 142-44 and they are also copied at the bottom
of this document). Christensen writes, “Then, have students write their own introductions.
Volunteers transfer their openings to the board. We go through each one and talk about what the
author needs to prove. This multiple exposure to introductions pushes students to use more
imaginative openings than: In this essay I will tell you about” (Reading, Writing and Rising Up,
71).
7. Explore strong conclusions with students by looking through the conclusions within essays
you’ve read. Talk about the about the kinds of endings writers use: summation of the points, a
discussion of a potential solution to the issue raised, other questions that need to be answered as
well as the original problem. Also look at the full circle conclusion that reaches back to the
opening. (Christensen) See examples in the Literacy Strategies Packet p. 150-51 (they are also
copied at the bottom of this document)
8. Once you’ve explored essay models and students have been saturated with ideas, allow students
time to produce a shitty first draft. Plan on connecting with students who seem to be struggling to
provide ideas or inspiration and accept that not all students are going to have a completed draft
by the time of the read around.
9. For the class read-around, see Literacy Strategies Packet 55-56
10. As students read, classmates should be recording notes on each essay. Where was the anger?
What were the feelings? What was the issue? What was the injustice?
11. After the read around, have students share out their findings on the board. Synthesize the
findings with the class- where are the connections? what themes emerge? What similarities exist
in their stories? What do these stories tell us about injustice? What does power have to do with
this? Who has power in these stories?
TRANSITION
Anger--Grief--Conviction--Passion--what do we do? what options do we have with these feelings?
We act.
David Dennis speech
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jKNHS0NV2c
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ESSAY INTRODUCTIONS
Students from Jefferson High School wrote the following introductions. As you read over the sample openings,
underline the thesis statement if it is explicit, write it in the space below the introduction if it is implied. Also
think about evidence the student must provide in order to prove the thesis.
Questions
In his essay, "Who Framed Rasheed Rabbit?" Joe Robertson asks a series of questions to engage his readers:
Do you remember that cartoon with a mighty black prince who looked like Denzel Washington?
Remember? He rescued the lovely black princess who looked like Halle Berry? Remember how the evil
white wizard, an Arnold Schwarzenegger look-alike, got chased by an angry mob of bees? Me neither.
Perhaps that's because African Americans aren't cast as heroes in cartoons.
Quote:
Like the question opening, the quote introduction is a classic opening. Mary Blalock began her essay with a quote
that propels her essay forward:
I once heard a quote that made me laugh. It said, "Love is the history of a woman's life and an episode in
a man's." It was the kind of laugh that happens when something isn't funny, when it's only true, and it
hurts. It hurts because of the women I know, both young and old, who are bright, intelligent, and who
have so much going for them, but they still value their relationships with men more than their
relationships with themselves and other women.

Jillana Kinney used an opening quote from an advertisement to capture her readers' attention in her essay on the
role of overweight characters in cartoons:
"Give us a week, and we'll take off the weight. Keep the muscle, lose the fat!" scream TV and magazine
commercials. Who wouldn't want to be thin in the 1990s with scrutinizing eyes and subliminal judgments
from every passing stranger. Even animated cartoons are filled with prejudicial lessons for both young
and old. Look at Porky Pig, Wimpy from Popeye, Baloo the Bear from the Jungle Book — all fat, stupid
and for the most part, the losers in society.
Dialogue/Anecdote:
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The anecdotal opening is a small story that frames the topic of the essay personally — although there are
social/historical anecdotes as well. The anecdote is a tricky lead because sometimes people get so wrapped up in
the story that their essay gets lost.
Heather O’Brien uses a brief anecdote to make her point in her essay, “Self Inflicted Sexism”:
When I was in the fourth grade, my goal in life was to go to Harvard and become the first woman
president. In the eighth grade, all I wanted was a boyfriend. How is it that my life could take such an
abrupt turn? At the age of nine, it's still okay for girls to get dirty and want to learn to play the drums. By
the time they reach twelve or thirteen, they're expected to be more interested in clothes than sports.
Finding a date for the dance is more important than getting an "A" on the science project. Girls begin to
worry about their looks and wonder how to become a model of grace and poise. Instead of reading
Discover magazine, they invest their allowance in Teen.
Erika Miller used both a question and an anecdote in her introduction about the media's effect on young women's
self esteem:
Am I fat? Look at my thighs. They're huge. And my hips? Who's going to like me with this body?
"Someday my prince will come," Cinderella hums in my ear. No prince will claim me as his bride. I'm too
ugly. Stepping on that scale in the second grade was the beginning of the end for me. Weighing in at 67
pounds was horrifying. Just like Tinkerbell when she looked into a hand mirror and realized her hips were
too big in Peter Pan, I stepped on the scale and realized I was fat, enormous, disgusting. At least that was
the image Tinkerbell helped me paint of myself.

Kaanan Yarbrough used his sisters’ love lives to start off an essay on Their Eyes Were Watching God:
After growing up in a house with three sisters, I noticed that girls can’t distinguish the good guys from the
bad. They dream of a prince, and he turns out to be a dog. Janie, from the novel Their Eyes Were
Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston, is a character in a dream world waiting to be swept off her feet to
happiness. Like my sisters, she has to meet a few dogs before she finds that prince.
Wake Up Call:
Chetan Patel sounds the alarm in his essay “The Nuclear Headache” where he exposes the federal government’s
plan to store nuclear waste on Native American land:
Fish with no eyes, fish with skin deformities, and fish with deteriorated fins and bones are being caught in
the Columbia River. Soon these mutated fish will pop up all over the western United States. No joke. The
government started a program to store nuclear waste on reservation lands volunteered by Native
American tribal councils.
Bill Bigelow slaps readers in the face with the opening from his article, “Discovering Columbus: Re-reading the
Past”:
Most of my students have trouble with the idea that a book — especially a textbook — can lie. That’s
why I start my U.S. History class by stealing a student’s purse.
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ESSAY CONCLUSIONS
Jefferson High School students wrote the following conclusions. While these conclusions only represent a few of
the ways to end an essay, reading them might help
Circle Back to the Beginning
In her essay, “Banding Together,” Michelle Burch discusses the demise of Jefferson’s music program. Her piece
opens with a scene of chaos in the band room and ends with those same students at a concert:
We blasted out the Lion King. The clarinets got lost. The trumpets played louder, as if to cover up their
mistakes. The freshmen drummers were overtaken by an uncharacteristic shyness and seemed hesitant to
make even a sound. And on the last note, when Mr. Briglia gave the final downbeat, I played loudly. I
was the only one. A moment later, the rest of the group struggled to join, but by that time Mr. Briglia had
given the cut off. A clarinet squeaked. A cymbal crashed. And then, silence. Hesitant applause began. Mr.
Briglia put down his baton and beamed. He waved us up to stand for our recognition and the applause
grew. I looked around at the other band members. Their heads were down, a soft flush rising on their
cheeks. I knew what they felt. Proud, for getting up on that stage; embarrassed for each mistake that had
contributed to the mess; warm, in the generous and unconditional applause from friends and relatives; and
sad, at the miserable state of the Jefferson music program. We knew that ten dedicated musicians and
their supportive families could not build a great music program. It takes a whole school and a whole
community’s support, and that was something
In his essay “African American English: Slang, Dialect, or Language?” Milton McCullough returns the reader to
his original question about African American English/Ebonics as a legitimate language:
Although the Ann Arbor decision was made in 1977, in 1994, students are still being told their home
language is wrong, incorrect, inferior, nonstandard. In order to compensate for what they’ve been denied,
African Americans must be taught the history of their own tongue.
Possible Solution
Erika Miller’s essay explores how the media — from cartoons to Seventeen magazine — contributed to her
anorexia and women’s obsession with body image. Her conclusion points out a potential solution:
We need to change the way people think about women. We don’t need to be sex objects who live to
please men. Times have changed. We must no longer be dominated by male fantasies of what a woman
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should be because we are all intelligent, wonderful people who have a lot more to offer than a slim body
and a pretty face.
Restate and Emphasize Thesis
Mahala Ritcherson’s essay “Battle to Change the Color Line” tackles the daily racism that occurs in schools.
“There must be a required class dealing with these issues, a time when we can get together with students of other
cultures and really talk…Racism can be right in the open and people choose to ignore it. Between classes I passed
a locker with the words “Go Back to Japan” written on it. As I looked back, a boy speaking Vietnamese was
turning the lock. We are not always brilliant with the our prejudice, but it still hurts.” Her conclusion
re-emphasizes the need for schools to take racism seriously:
Schools are where we learn to make it in this society, and in order for us to make it, we cannot be afraid
of each other. We need to open our eyes and make respecting our fellow students and their cultures more
important than any P.E. or Career Education class. The school system needs to wake up and start working
to end this racism before we all slip away or explode.

MAIN ACT
LESSON 2: POWER
1) Start by asking students: “What is power and why does it matter?”
http://organizingforpower.org/power-2/
2) On the board, brainstorm agents of power, the hierarchy of power, and concentrations of power in the
school system. Start by asking students who has power in our School.
- “The goal of this exercise is to see that everything in our society is set up to keep people from
getting the power they need to manifest the world they want. It also teaches us some about why
we have to start where people are.” From Lisa Fithian)
3) Using the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee’s Mississippi Power Structure web diagram as
an example, lead students to try and create a web diagram power structure of the school and school
system.
4) Go over the “POWER” hand out as a class. For additional quotes on power to use with students, see
“QUOTES ON POWER: WHAT IS IT? WHERE DOES IT EXIST?”
Power Analysis Mapping
Example from Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee Mississippi Power Structure
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POWER
“Power is the ability to achieve a purpose. Whether or not it is good or bad depends upon the purpose.”
- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
“The word power is derived from the Latin word potere, which means “to be able.” This basic
definition focuses on power as the potential to shape our lives and the world around us. However, power
also has to do with “control, influence or authority over others.”
- Webster’s Dictionary
Power is our ability to make change. But our power doesn’t exist in a vacuum"it exists in
relationship to the power held by others, like the decision makers we are trying to move. Our ability to
make change is determined in relationship to a clear decision maker. There are two kinds of power:
organized people and organized money.
Power is not a “thing.” It’s a relationship, like a “see saw”. Sometimes other people have what
we need, and sometimes we have what they need. Both sides have resources. Whoever has more
organized and desirable resources in a given moment has more power in that moment. When someone
needs less from you than you need from them, then they have power over you. However, if you can
figure out what you have that they want, then you can balance the power relationship.
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QUOTES ON POWER: WHAT IS IT? WHERE DOES IT EXIST?
“By “political” I mean having to do with power: who’s got it, who wants it, how it operates; in a word, who’s
allowed to do what to whom, who gets what from whom, who gets away with it and how.”
- Margaret Atwood, from Second Words: Selected Critical Prose
1960-1982 (p. 353).
"Those who profess to favor freedom, yet deprecate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the
ground. They want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many
waters. This struggle may be a moral one; or it may be a physical one; or it may be both moral and physical; but
it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will."
- Frederick Douglass, African-American abolitionist
“Power, according to Foucault, is diffuse, decentralized and emanates from every corner of society, not just the
official seats of government. Resistance, too, is everywhere. Everywhere that people refuse to cooperate with
institutional authority or to uncritically accept established patterns of social behavior, every time they attempt to
re-organize social relationships according to different principles or rhythms, they resist power.
People can only resist what they can see, however, so power is most effective when it remains invisible.
People perceive power dynamics as immutable facts of life rather than as a historical situation that could be
renegotiated. For this reason, intellectuals, engaged in the production of knowledge, particularly social scientific
knowledge, are inextricably linked to the operation of power — but also, potentially, to its resistance.”
- by Zach Malitz, adapted from “Beautiful Trouble: A Toolbox for
Revolution”
“You may well ask: "Why direct action? Why sit ins, marches and so forth? Isn't negotiation a better path?" You
are quite right in calling for negotiation. Indeed, this is the very purpose of direct action. Nonviolent direct action
seeks to create such a crisis and foster such a tension that a community which has constantly refused to negotiate
is forced to confront the issue. It seeks so to dramatize the issue that it can no longer be ignored. My citing the
creation of tension as part of the work of the nonviolent resister may sound rather shocking. But I must confess
that I am not afraid of the word "tension." I have earnestly opposed violent tension, but there is a type of
constructive, nonviolent tension which is necessary for growth… The purpose of our direct action program is to
create a situation so crisis packed that it will inevitably open the door to negotiation. I therefore concur with you
in your call for negotiation. Too long has our beloved Southland been bogged down in a tragic effort to live in
monologue rather than dialogue.”
- Martin Luther King Jr., Letter From Birmingham Jail
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LESSON 3: NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION AND CASE STUDIES
1) Read “WHAT IS NON-VIOLENT DIRECT ACTION?” and “Tactics: Turning Resources Into
Power” with students as a class. Model close reading strategies with students for the first two
documents with the class. Tell the class to highlight or underline keywords or phrases, place question
marks on things they are unsure about, and to make connections (from the opening act, previous
knowledge, your own life) by writing in the margins
2) Give students “NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION: VISION, GOALS, STRATEGY,
TACTICS” and “Princples of Nonviolent Direct Action” and have them close read these readings
with the same close reading strategies you used as class from above.
3) Get students into small groups (4) and give each group “CASE STUDY: MONTGOMERY BUS
BOYCOTT” about non-violent direct action. Small groups should read this example and answering the
following questions. When students start finishing up, you could quickly go over the questions and
check for understanding.
If you wish to show students a clip about the Montgomery Bus Boycott, here is a clip from Eyes on the
Prize Part I: Awakenings (25:51-30:38)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dJHM2TCns8&safe=active
4) After reading the first case studies and answering the questions, split all the small groups of 4 in half
and have them rotate and work with two new partners. Students should now be given “CASE STUDY:
ShellNo” and should read this example and answer the following questions.
If you wish to show students a clip about ShellNo, here is a short clip from Al-Jazeera
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mo95kMM5mBw
5) Discuss questions and case studies with students.
OPTIONAL: If you feel as if your students need more examples of nonviolent direct action throughout
U.S. History, we have included an additional resource that may be used with students. The graphic
organizer and 18 minute film, “THE POWER OF NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION” can be used
to supplement.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL-neBnTP5w&feature=channel&list=UL&safe=active
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WHAT IS NON-VIOLENT DIRECT ACTION?
Non-violent direct action is known by many names. Gandhi called it satyagraha (truth or soul
force). Henry Thoreau called one form of it civil disobedience. Activists in North Philadelphia
sometimes call it street heat. In the Philippines, democracy activists call it people power.
Underneath all of these definitions are similar themes such as a use of tactics outside of normal
institutions (use of the street or fasting) and a commitment to refraining from violence. But even more
core to all of these is that direct action is about power – bringing together people to make change.
In essence, people turn to nonviolent direct action after the institutionalized ways of settling
disagreements are unsuccessful. In the civil rights movement, Black people turned to nonviolent action
after years of fighting in the courts to end institutionalized segregation. The courts did not provide the
relief needed, and so nonviolent action was born. The methods of nonviolent action lie outside
institutionalized behavior.
In using these methods people either do what they're not expected to do or even forbidden to do,
like demand coffee at a segregated lunch counter if they're African American. Or nonviolent action can
be refusing to do what they are expected to do (or required to do), like pay a special tax to the English
king for the tea they drink.
Direct Action is how ordinary people
organize our resources into collective
power. Through direct action we directly
confront, disrupt or disobey situations,
institutions, or laws that we oppose as
morally unjust.
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Edited Excerpt from Rising Tide North America’s “Flood the System” Organizing Booklet and Casino "Free Philadelphia’s direct action manual written by
Daniel Hunter. Read the full article at www.trainingforchange.org
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NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION: VISION, GOALS, STRATEGY, TACTICS
When we engage in strategic nonviolence our actions are part of a broader campaign to achieve
something real and tangible that can improve our lives. In the context of a movement or campaign,
actions are usually most effective when they are grounded in a broad vision, driving toward a clear goal,
as part of a strong strategy that uses tactics to turn resources into power and make a demand on clear
decision makers.
Defining Our Terms
Vision: The Vision is what you are ultimately working towards. The vision is big, transformative and
inspiring, the promised land. For example, a safe and healthy community, work with dignity for all,
affordable quality healthcare for all, or a new economy built on green energy.
Goals: The Goal is what you are working to win or change right now. It’s a step toward your vision. For
example, goals might include winning a moratorium on foreclosures in your state, winning principal
reduction for homeowners from a bank, increasing the minimum wage, closing tax loopholes, or
shutting down a coal plant.
Strategy: The Strategy is the overall plan for how to organize and deploy your resources to reach your
goal. The strategy requires that you get clear on what you want, and on who can give you want you want
(specific decision makers). Your strategy is your theory about how to build the resources you have into
the power you need to move specific decision makers to make different choices. Strategy is a dynamic
process tested through action. It’s not a static document, but a constant process of developing a theory
and testing it.
Tactics: Your tactics are any activities that turn your resources into power to get what you want. Strong
tactics move you closer to your goal, develop organizational capacity, and bring in new people and
resources.
Target: Who are we trying to impact/move/influence? What is our message? Who are the other
audiences besides the target, what do we want them to know, what do we want them to do? Do the
message and target fit together in a way that is easily understandable?
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CASE STUDY: MONTGOMERY BUS BOYCOTT
Rosa Parks’ action when she sat down on the bus and refused to move in 1955 was not just a spontaneous and
random act of courage, and the yearlong bus boycott that followed didn’t just happen by accident. Rosa Parks’
action was a courageous act rooted in a broad vision, focused on a clear goal, embedded in a sharp strategy, and
built on tactics that revealed a sophisticated understanding of how to turn collective resources into power.
Adapted from The 99% Spring Training Guide

Respond to the following questions:
1. What was the vision that inspired and sustained the Bus Boycott?

2. What was the specific goal in Montgomery? How does the goal contribute to the vision?

3. What was the strategy? How did Black leaders in Montgomery turn the resources of their community into
power in relationship to the bus company, the city, and the federal government?

4. What was the power of the actors in the boycott in relationship to the decision makers?
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CASE STUDY: ShellNo
In May 2015, the Obama administration approved Royal Dutch Shell’s plan to drill for oil in the Chukchi Sea in
the Alaskan Arctic. In anticipation of this move and almost certain approval by the department of the Interior,
Shell began moving drilling equipment to Alaskan waters. In the 2009 Copenhagen Climate Accord, 167
countries, including the United States, pledged that “deep cuts in global emissions are required” to prevent
exceeding the global temperature tipping point of a two degrees Celsius increase. According to scientist and
activist, Bill McKibben, “At this point, effective action would require actually keeping most of the carbon the
fossil-fuel industry wants to burn safely in the soil, not just changing slightly the speed at which it's burned.”
Since that time, both Shell’s rigs, the Polar Pioneer and the Noble Discoverer have failed routine inspections, and
a vessel containing a vital piece of drilling equipment, the icebreaking ship the Fennica – without which Shell is
not permitted to drill – had a gaping hole in it. The Fennica i s one of two primary icebreakers in Shell’s drilling
fleet, and is equipped with a capping stack, which Shell is federally required to have on site in the Chukchi Sea in
the likely event of an oil spill. Until the MSV Fennica and the capping stack are on site in Alaska and Shell is
granted federal drilling permits, the company can only drill top wells, thousands of feet above any projected oil.
The Fennica came to Portland for repairs.
On July 29, 2015, Greenpeace activists suspended themselves from the St. Johns Bridge in Portland, with
kayaktivists from Portland Rising Tide, to block the Fennica from leaving port for Alaskan waters. The activists
were prepared with enough supplies to last several days and intended to stay in Shell’s way as long as possible.
The Fennica h ad to return to port until the climbers and kayaktivists were removed almost 40 hours later.
A federal judge in Alaska ordered Greenpeace USA to remove the climbers or face a series of escalating fines,
starting at $2500 per hour and reaching as high as $10,000 per hour after a number of days. The activists stayed
suspended for several more hours before authorities began approaching them on the bridge, cutting the links
between the climbers, creating a gap to allow the Fennica to pass and physically forcing others down. While on
the water, individuals were being forcibly removed from their kayaks through the use of boat hooks and lifting
them by their lifejackets.
Greenpeace USA Executive Director Annie Leonard said:
We are incredibly proud of these climbers and truly humbled by what they have achieved here in
Portland. The last two days have been a very emotional experience for all of us at Greenpeace, as well as
all those who supported this action around the country and the world. Between the kayativists, the
streamers, and the blue sky we have seen something new emerge, a sign that we can stand up to one of the
most powerful companies in the world if we work together. This was a historic achievement not just
because it blocked Shell’s icebreaker from reaching the Arctic, but because it helped spark an even bigger
movement of people to raise their voices for something they believe in. Drilling for oil in the Arctic
Ocean would be a terrible mistake, and we call on President Obama to join the millions of people who are
speaking with one voice to say it loud and clear: ShellNo.

http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/news/Blogs/makingwaves/save-the-arctic-block-shell/blog/53635/
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/global-warmings-terrifying-new-math-20120719
Bigelow, Bill & Swinehart, Tim. A People’s Curriculum for the Earth, pp180-190. Rethinking Schools, 2014.
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CASE STUDY: ShellNo
The St. Johns Bridge action joined together 13 climbers who hung from the bridge, kayactivists on the Willamette
River, and land supporters to block Shell’s Fennica from heading to the Alaskan Arctic for oil drilling.
Adapted from The 99% Spring Training Guide

Respond to the following questions:
1. What was the vision that inspired and sustained the ShellNo action?

2. What was the specific goal of the ShellNo action at the St. Johns Bridge? How does the goal contribute to the
vision?

3. What was the strategy? How did Greenpeace and Portland Rising Tide leaders turn the resources of the
community into power in relationship to Shell Oil?

4. What was the power of the participants in the ShellNo action in relationship to the decision makers?
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THE POWER OF NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION
The tension between democracy and economic inequality has been very real the whole history of
this country. Every time democracy made an advance, it was because people facing oppression made a
decision to fight for it using direct action. What were some of those moments? And what kind of power
did those facing oppression use in those moments?
As you watch the film, “The Power of NonViolent Direct Action,” please fill out the table below.
Who fought for
change and for our
democracy?

What did they win?

How did they win? What specific
power did those facing oppression
exercise in those moments?

Abolitionists

Suffragists

Unemployed
peoples’ movements
& workers 1930s
Montgomery Bus
Boycott
Farm Workers

Environmentalists

LGBTQ

Occupy Wall Street
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LESSON 4: STUDENT ACTIVISM MIXER
1) Explain to students that they are going to do an activity about direct action and student activism.
Distribute one role to each student in the class. There are a select amount of roles, so in most classes,
some students will be assigned the same individual. That’s not a problem. You might point out to
students that all of the roles describe actual people. In some cases, the roles include these individuals’
own words.
2) Tell students that in this activity you would like each of them to attempt to become these people from
around the world. Ask students to read their roles several times and to memorize as much of the
information as possible. Encourage them to underline key points. You may ask students to list the three
or four things about their characters that they think are most important.
3) Distribute a copy of “Student Activism Mixer” to every student. Explain their assignment: Students
will circulate through the classroom, meeting other individuals who also have some connection to
student activism and direct action. They should use a different individual to answer each of the
questions.
4) Ask students to stand up and begin to circulate throughout the class to meet one another and to fill out
responses on the Student Activism Mixer questions student handout.
5) Afterwards, ask students to write briefly on some of what they learned from meeting individuals
using direct action. Questions that I’ve used:
-

Whom did you meet, or what situations did you hear about, that surprised you? Did you have any
“aha’s” in talking with people?
What themes seemed to come up in your conversations with people?
Whom did you meet or which situations did you hear about that gave you hope?
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Directions adapted from Bill Bigelow’s “Climate Change Tea Party”
STUDENT ACTIVISM MIXER
1) Find someone who can describe a clear vision of the kind of social change they would like to see. Who is that
person? What is the vision?

2) Find someone who was motivated by personal loss or suffering to organize. Who is that person? What injustice
did he or she want to change? What strategies were used?

3) Find someone who encountered obstacles in their organizing. Who is the person? What were the obstacles?
How did the individual or group overcome those obstacles?

4) Find someone who developed allies for their cause. Who were the allies? How were they created? How did
they help?

5) Find someone who saw a clear connection between their life and a larger social problem. Describe the
connection.

6) Find someone who used creative or unusual tactics to try to achieve their goal. What was the tactic? Did the
action seem consistent with what they’re trying to achieve? How so?

7) Find someone who used nonviolent civil disobedience as a tactic, What was the civil disobedience action? Was
the action consistent with the goal? Explain.

8) Find someone who faced repression by authorities: administration, officials, the police. Who is that person?
What movement do they represent? Why did they face repression?
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STUDENT ACTIVISM MIXER ROLES
Moctesuma Esparza
In East Los Angeles, learning in a racist school system was the norm. We were forbidden from speaking Spanish
or from using the restrooms during lunchtime. Our community had the highest high school dropout rate and
lowest college attendance among any ethnic group. My teacher Sal Castro invited me to attend the Chicano Youth
Leadership Conference and from that day forward, my life was changed. I became an organizer and an activist.
We created the United Mexican American Students (UMAS) and as a college student, we worked with high
school students to create a democratic movement dedicated to change. To start the fight, we developed 36
demands to bring to the Board of Education. These goals included bilingual, bicultural education, Latino teachers
and administrators, better facilities and the revision of textbooks to include Mexican American history. Our
demands were not met, so the walkout began.
On March 5, 2,000 students walked out of Garfield High. They were met by policemen and an angry
administration. That same anger exploded into violence the next day as police confronted students and beat them
severely. Along with 12 others, I was arrested and jailed for conspiracy to disturb the peace. We became known as
the East LA 13.
In 2006, I produced an HBO film called Walkout d epicting our experience. We made this movie to be a manual on
how to organize - you know, what the risks are, what has to be thought of, and what could happen, and what needs
to be done. I’ve been getting back reports that many young people have seen this film and have been inspired by
its message and are applying its tactics and strategies to the current situation facing the Mexican American
community.
http://nvdatabase.swarthmore.edu/content/east-los-angeles-students-walkout-educational-reform-east-la-blowouts-1968
http://www.democracynow.org/2006/3/29/walkout_the_true_story_of_the
http://articles.latimes.com/2013/apr/15/news/la-sal-castro-teacher-who-led-68-chicano-student-walkouts-dies-at-79-2013041
5

Sal Castro
As a Social Studies teacher in East Los Angeles in the 1960s, it was infuriating to watch Mexican American
students face discrimination just as I had as a kid. To combat this, I began coaching Mexican American students
to run for positions in student government. This was a small form of activism, but I needed my students to have a
voice in a system that continually underestimated them. These students would eventually become the leaders of
the 1968 Chicano student walkouts in the East LA School District, a milestone in our nation’s history.
We developed 36 demands to bring to the Board of Education. Our demands were not met, so the walkouts began.
Los Angeles public schools are paid based on the number of students in class each day. By walking out of
homeroom before attendance was taken, we could target the schools financially. Determined to stop us, our
meetings.
Thousands walked out with courage despite beatings by police. I was arrested and charged with 15 counts of
conspiracy to disrupt public schools and 15 counts of conspiracy to disturb the peace. Twelve others were arrested
and charged.
Sympathizers began demonstrations to release us. Students and community members held picket lines in front of
the Hall of Justice downtown. They were supported by Black nationalists, Senator Robert Kennedy, and Cesar
Chavez. Although direct action ceased during this time, the Board did begin to recruit and hire more Chicano
teachers and administrators and a significant change occurred in the college recruitment of Latinos. Even if most
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of the demands were not met, the walkouts unified and empowered our Chicano community, which became a
political force. http://www.democracynow.org/2006/3/29/walkout_the_true_story_of_the

http://nvdatabase.swarthmore.edu/content/east-los-angeles-students-walkout-educational-reform-east-la-blowouts-1968
http://articles.latimes.com/2013/apr/15/news/la-sal-castro-teacher-who-led-68-chicano-student-walkouts-dies-at-79-2013041
5

Alyssa King
As President of Seattle’s Garfield High School Black Student Union, the BSU, it’s been a painful but energizing
year. We came back to school with images of Michael Brown, face down in the street, his life blood seeping out
of his body and onto the hot asphalt, seared in our minds. On November 24, a Monday night, the Ferguson grand
jury announced its verdict: There would be no indictment of the officer, yet another bullet to the collective body
of Black lives. At Garfield High School, the BSU was shocked, but not surprised, by the decision. The shooting
and subsequent grand jury decision are representative of the pervasive racism and inequality in the United States.
We were in Seattle, but we had to do something, give some direction and support to all the anger and hurt.
There was a peaceful march planned by the Ferguson National Response Network for 12:01pm Central Time, the
time Mike Brown was shot. At Garfield, we had to think and act quickly. The grand jury made its announcement
on a Monday night, and the march was planned for the next day. How could we get enough students to join,
especially since our principal announced that anyone who left class would be marked as unexcused unless they
had a note from their parents. It was worth it, we decided to join this action to support Mike Brown’s family and
show our support to African Americans all around. There’s been enough violence in the lives that have been
taken. Hundreds of marchers, along with Mayor Ed Murray and the Seattle Chief of Police Kathleen O’Toole,
headed up East Union Street to peacefully protest at the U.S. District Courthouse and demand a Federal
indictment of Officer Darren Wilson. It was during their march that our students showed up. Picture this: over
1,000 students from Garfield High School and 250 students from Roosevelt High School flooding into the street.
“Hands up; Don’t shoot!” echoed off the buildings. This was about solidarity with the protestors in Ferguson,
about solidarity with hundreds of high schools across the country - about solidarity as youth to demand the
changes that must occur to end the systemic racism in our country. #BlackLivesMatter!
http://blogs.seattletimes.com/today/2014/11/demonstrators-plan-march-at-noon/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/12/01/high-school-students-protest-ferguson_n_6249802.html

Claudierre McKay, Providence Student Union (PSU)
In Providence, Rhode Island, students must score high enough on the New England Common Assessment
Program (NECAP) to receive their high school diploma - regardless of grade point average or other academic
measures like the ACT. These high-stakes testing punishes students for failures in the system. Slapping a test onto
the end of 12 years in crumbling, underfunded schools will not magically solve the poor educational outcomes for
low-income districts like Providence! PSU has been organizing against high-stakes standardized testing since
2012 - students should have a real say in the decisions affecting their education. It is an issue of equity—this
policy puts low-income students, students of color, students learning English, and students with disabilities at high
risk of being denied a diploma. That’s just wrong! We already organized a “normal” rally at the R.I. State House,
but we needed to get more creative if we really wanted people to pay attention. Then it struck me, testing basically
turns students into test-taking, unthinking zombies. That’s it! We gathered at the Rhode Island Department of
Education (RIDE) and stated our demands: “We are here to protest the use of high-stakes standardized testing,
and the zombifying effects it is having on our state’s young people. To base our whole education, our whole
future, on a single test score is to take away our life—to make us undead. That’s why we’re here today, in front of
the RIDE, as the zombies this policy will turn so many of us into. We’re here to say: No Education, No Life!”
http://www.rethinkingschools.org/archive/29_02/29-2_mckay_regunberg_shea.shtml
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Kelvis Hernandez, Providence Student Union (PSU)
High-stakes testing is a complicated issue. Rhode Island has a new policy that requires students score high enough
on the New England Common Assessment Program (NECAP) to receive their high school diploma, regardless of
your GPA, ACT or SAT scores. Some people probably believe the cliché that “testing will raise standards, and we
all agree we need higher standards.” Sure, it is t ime to raise expectations and standards in our schools, but not
through a standardized test! We got a lot of attention from the Rhode Island Department of Education after some
of our earlier actions, like our testing zombies protest, saying we should stop wasting our time with gimmicks and
instead focus on studying. After all, if we weren’t so lazy and just did our work, we should be able to pass the
NECAP.
I was particularly upset by one adult commentator who claimed that students should be able to pass the test easily.
If they think it’s so easy, why don’t they take the test and see for themselves? That gave us a new idea: We
decided to debunk the “high standards” messaging by pointing out what this test actually measures, what it
misses, and how “easy” the test is. The“Take the Test” event was simple: get as many successful adults as
possible to take the NECAP.
Of course, there were complications. First, it is illegal to have an actual copy of the NECAP, so we created a
mock exam using the questions RIDE releases every year. We did our best to have the same ratio in terms of
content, format, and “depth of knowledge” questions as the real test. Second, none of the people most responsible
for implementing the test would agree to take it! When asked, R.I. Commissioner of Education Deborah Gist
responded that, since she has a doctorate and has taken many tests, she did not feel the need to prove herself to
anyone. Fortunately, there were lots of other people who did have the courage to put themselves in students’
shoes. After several weeks of outreach to all the elected officials and successful professionals we could think of,
we had a respectable group of about 50 volunteers including state representatives, state senators, city council
members, senior aides to the mayor of Providence, attorneys, directors of major nonprofits, Ivy League
professors, a former Democratic nominee for governor, an NBC news anchor, and a scientist or two.
Of the 50 successful, talented professionals who participated, 30—a full 60 percent—did not score high enough
on the mock exam to graduate under Rhode Island’s high-stakes testing graduation requirement! So much for the
fable of the necessity of standardized tests to produce a “career ready” populace; test questions don’t measure the
skills, knowledge, and attitudes it takes to succeed in the world. The NECAP didn’t disappear right away, so we
continued to organize and build alliances against high-stakes testing. Finally, in June 2014, the Rhode Island
General Assembly passed legislation placing a three-year moratorium on the use of standardized testing as a
graduation requirement. During the debate on the floor prior to voting, many legislators explained that it was our
activism that changed their thinking on the issue. And continue fighting for true education reform!
http://www.rethinkingschools.org/archive/29_02/29-2_mckay_regunberg_shea.shtml
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Ashlyn Maher
I go to school in Arvada, Colorado - just west of Denver - and I believe that civil disorder is much of what
founded this country. That’s why I was outraged when in the fall of 2014, the Jefferson County Board of
Education proposed the creation of a committee to review the Advanced Placement (AP) U.S. History course after
the College Board revised its exam angering some political conservatives. “Radical” statements like, “The
emergence of an industrial culture in the United States led to both greater opportunities for, and restrictions on,
immigrants, minorities, and women” were the target of the criticism. So history becomes problematic,
“unpatriotic” even, if it includes everyone and looks at the good and the bad? Instead, the committee was
supposed to with ensure that our AP U.S. History course materials "present positive aspects of the United States
and its heritage" and do not "encourage or condone civil disorder, social strife or disregard of the law." Say
what?! Do these people know anything about how this country was founded or how any kind of social change has
occurred? This is censorship; and if the school board gets its way, what’s next? What power do we have? Well
school doesn’t happen without teachers, without students. Our teachers were as outraged as we were. After an
initial teacher “sick-out” day, when so many teachers called in sick they had to cancel school, students took over
and carried on walk-outs. With our teachers’ and parents’ support, over the course of ten days, our walkouts
forced four high schools to shut down as we pressed our demands to stop this curricular review. In response, the
school board first removed the references to patriotism and civil disobedience and then voted to include students
in the process and now the review has been scrapped all together, at least in Arvada. As a result of other
conservative pushback - especially from Texas which adopts one textbook for the entire state - the College Board
ended up taking back the revisions that sparked the controversy in the first place. So with AP, the fight is not
over; there is nothing more patriotic than protest!
http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Education/2014/0924/Who-decides-what-s-patriotic-Colorado-students-walk-out-over-history-plan-video
http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2014-10-09/colorado-students-protest-moves-to-change-ap-history-classes
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/colorado-drops-ap-history-review

Emma Sulkowicz
I began my visual arts degree at Columbia University in the fall of 2011. My freedom quickly vanished when I
became a victim of rape on the first day of my sophomore year. When the university found my rapist “not
responsible,” I found myself in a battle with them for failing to expel him from campus. After filing a police
complaint in May 2014, the attorney’s office did not pursue
criminal charges. The accused continues to deny his role while
three other women filed complaints against him. He even sued
the school for gender harassment. This is infuriating, especially
since my university and so many others ignore this injustice.
This ‘rape culture’ has got to have an expiration date. I’ve had
enough. Since I’m an artist, I knew that I had to express this
injustice with a visual statement. In September 2014 I began
carrying a 50-pound mattress -- the one found in the dorm rooms
around campus. My art piece entitled, Carry That Weight was
essentially a promise that I would carry the mattress as a protest
against the way my case was handled -- a symbol of the burden
that I carry, along with so many other women. Journalist Emily
Bazelon described my work and events surrounding it as “an
increasingly bitter fight over truth and narrative, a triumph for the campus anti-rape movement and a nightmare
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for the accused.” When they told me not to bring the mattress on stage during my May graduation in 2015, I
ignored them and continued my fight. My friends helped me carry it, knowing that I had made my promise as
protest. It emboldens me to know that the mattress, now housed in my parents’ home, has become an icon of a
wider civil rights debate about the impact of campus sexual assault on women’s equal access to education, and
ultimately, power.
http://www.slate.com/blogs/xx_factor/2015/05/20/emma_sulkowicz_ends_her_performance_piece_carry_that_weight_carries_a_mattress.html
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/columbia-student-emma-sulkowicz-brings-rape-response-protest-mattress-graduation-n361321

Leela Yellesetty
So often in our high school social studies classes, it’s easy to focus on the bad: slavery, colonialism, genocide,
poverty, racism, imperialism… But throughout history there have been individuals and groups that have organized
themselves and said NO! Those folks were and are the real changemakers. At Franklin High School, in Portland
Oregon, we were outraged by what we were learning in our classes, but more than that, we wanted to do
something about it. So I helped form the Franklin High School Student Union. I was particularly struck by the
impact of globalization on workers, both in the US through the loss of jobs, and the race to the bottom which
seeks to exploit workers around the world. In our Student Union meetings, we realized every senior had a direct
connection to globalization through our graduation gowns - made by Jostens in sweatshops in Mexico or by
prison labor in the United States - which every
student was required to buy in order to participate
in the commencement ceremony.
This was wrong on so many levels. The gowns are
expensive, creating an unfair burden on low
income individuals -- making students pay to
graduate from a public high school. The gowns are
made by mostly women, who may have been
forced to leave their own schooling to help support
their families, in order to work in sweatshops
which preferred women workers for their
“docility” (in other words, an ability to be easily
exploited) or by prison inmates at very low wages.
And the gowns are an attack on the environment.
They are petroleum based and are intended to be
used only once. Our action was to refuse to
support the classism, exploitation and
environmental harm Josten’s represents by
boycotting their products. But we also decided to
provide students an alternative so they could still
participate in the graduation ceremony. First we
found a local church willing to lend us the
appropriate colored gowns. Then as a Student Union, we made the caps, complete with a label inside reading,
“This graduation cap was lovingly made for you by members of the Franklin High School Student Union. The
movement for fair labor practices continues. Join the Student Union. Protest Josten’s inc. and sweatshop labor.
Solidarity forever!” For those students who had already purchased their gowns, we organized a campaign that
allowed folks to donate their gowns so that in future years no one would have to participate in that kind of
exploitation. That happened in 2000. And at Franklin, you still do not have to buy a gown. Franklin Student
Union, Solidarity forever!
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Alex Laznak
When I was nine, I saw the film An Inconvenient Truth and considered myself an environmentalist because I shut
off lights when I left the room, unplugged the radio when I wasn’t listening, turned off the water while I brushed
my teeth. Now, as a recent graduate of Roseburg High School, I realize this is just tinkering around the edges of
the crisis; as if driving 55 instead of 60 would make the kinds of changes we need to save the earth. My thinking
and activism really solidified after reading Bill McKibben’s article, “Global Warming’s Terrifying New Math” in
Rolling Stone m
 agazine. McKibben writes that climate scientists point that there are at least five times the amount
of fossil fuel “reserves” (oil, coal and natural gas still in the ground) as scientists say it is safe for people to burn
and still have a somewhat functioning planet. This demands massive political action, action on a social scale.
That’s why I am suing President Obama.
The political process is failing us. President Obama talks about taking climate action, but his Clean Power Plan
won’t even be fully implemented until 2030 and meanwhile his administration signs off on dirty fossil fuel
projects like allowing Royal Dutch Shell to drill in the Arctic or the proposed Liquified Natural Gas (LNG)
pipeline that would transport Canadian natural gas across Oregon and around the world through a terminal in
Coos Bay. As long as fossil fuels are allowed to be the cheapest energy, someone will keep burning them, and we
need to do just the opposite. Climate scientists argue that to stabilize the climate by the end of the century, the
world must reduce carbon emissions by 6% a year! That is why I filed a lawsuit against the President, charging
Mr. Obama with willful disregard and deliberate indifference to the survival prospects of children, violating their
Constitutional rights of life, liberty and property and their rights under the public trust. Public trust is an ancient
principle that individuals own the natural resources crucial to their survival and that government should act as a
trustee to protect those resources for current and future generations. This is not the only case around the country.
It’s part of a legal campaign designed to hold states and the federal government accountable in this very critical
time for the earth. There are lawsuits similar to this in all 50 states with kids as plaintiffs ranging in age from
8-19. And like in Washington and New Mexico, we’re winning our cases. The time is now!
http://www.opb.org/radio/programs/thinkoutloud/segment/young-people-say-climate-change-violates-constitution/
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/global-warmings-terrifying-new-math-20120719
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Kory Johnson -- Student organizer with CSE – Children for a Safe Environment – in Arizona.
My older sister, Amy, died on Valentine’s Day when I was nine. I grew up watching Amy. Often I was in her hospital room. When she
could come home, she was hooked up to oxygen. Even though we had separate bedrooms, we often ended up sleeping together. We did
everything together. I couldn’t accept Amy’s death; I would go into her room and smell her clothes. She died from heart problems most
likely caused by well water, contaminated by industrial cleaners, that our mom unknowingly drank when she was pregnant. Not long after
her death, the Centers for Disease Control named our neighborhood a “cancer cluster,” meaning there was an unusual number of people
with cancer there. It fit. Many children in our poor neighborhood had cancer and leukemia. My grandmother had it, and my mother, and
many of her high school classmates.
I am sad, but I am also mad. And so were other kids. We decided to start a group to find out why so many kids were dying and stop it. We
called ourselves Children for a Safe Environment (CSE). Right when our group started, a company called ENSCO (Environmental Systems
Company) applied for permits to put three hazardous waste incinerators into our community. They wanted to dump all the toxic wastes
produced in all of Arizona there, and bring in more from out of state. Ours is just the kind of community dirty industry targets: poor people,
minorities (I’m Mexican-American on my mother’s side and Oglala-Sioux on my father’s), not well educated, and needing jobs. They
promised jobs and took the graduating class to Disneyland.
Right away we could see we had to learn about hazardous wastes. Whenever we’d go to a public
meeting, reporters would ask us, “Are you really concerned, or are your parents making you do this?”
We researched and read and asked questions and read more. We’d make lemonade stands to earn
money to send one of us to conferences to get more information. I learned to follow the dollars, and
find out whether my political representatives had accepted campaign money from the industry.
I learned to write letters and petitions, to stage skits, to talk at public meetings. I always mentioned
Amy, my sister. Sometimes I cried. Most of all, I learned to organize, to work with everyone I could.
Our rule was that any action was fair as long as it met our goal of stopping the incinerators and as
long as we didn’t commit acts of violence or destroy property.
Once, we and two other groups hauled a bed onto the lawn of the state capitol. We carried briefcases
and got in the bed two at a time and passed money back and forth. One person represented industry,
and the other was government. We said we wouldn’t move the bed off the lawn until industry got of
bed with government.
My mom and I were both often in the news, and not everyone liked it. One teacher told me, “If you
keep this up, Kory, there’s not a college in the world that will accept you.” Other teachers would
whisper, “Keep up the good work, Kory; here’s ten dollars for your organization.”
Finally, the state of Arizona paid ENSCO 44 million dollars to leave. They backed out. In his speech, the governor said that if he hadn’t
taken this action, his sons wouldn’t have let him come home. It made us kids feel good.
All through my high school years I kept on organizing. I was a cheerleader and a dance team leader, and did a lot of other school things, but
I was determined that young people should have a safe place to live, no matter how rich or poor they were, or what race they were. We
fought a scheme to bring 45 freight cars of DDT- contaminated dirt from California to be dumped in our neighborhood. That time I got
arrested for carrying a sign that said, “Save the Children.” The police grabbed me and put me into a Jeep and took me downtown and made
me go to court. My mother was frantic. It got on the news, and school officials found out and said I couldn’t be a cheerleader anymore. It
was right before a big football game. The players were great – they said that if I wasn’t on the field when the game started, they would put
their helmets down and walk off. Soon after that, my mother got a call saying everything was alright – I could cheer after all.
I really get tired sometimes, burned out, but I’m not going to quit. I’m in this for life. We’re talking about our future. If we kids
don’t do something, it’s going to be worse. Older people tell me of all the places they could swim when they were young that are closed
now, and of the birds and animals they saw that are rare now.
I tell other kids, “Get going. Learn about issues, find out who runs your communities, propose good projects of your own with clear visions
and goals, develop good strategies that match the goals, and use creative tactics. Talk from the heart. Find allies in teachers or other adults
to help. Insist on classes that teach more about the environment than the need to recycle and not litter. Get real, practical information.”
--Adapted from Hoose, Phillip, We Were There Too! Young People in U.S. History. M
 elanie Kroupa Books, Farrar Straus Giroux, New
York, 2001. pp. 246-249.
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Amanda King -- Student organizer with CSE – Children for a Safe Environment – in Arizona.
So many kids were dying in our neighborhood from cancers and heart problems caused by toxic waste. When
ENSCO (Environmental Systems Company) applied for permits to put three hazardous waste incinerators into our
community, I knew I had to get involved. They wanted to dump all the toxic wastes produced in all of Arizona
here, and bring in more from out of state. Ours is just the kind of community dirty industry targets: poor people,
minorities, not well educated, and needing jobs. ENSCO promised everyone jobs and took the graduating class to
Disneyland. People got excited, but not us. If this happened, trucks full of contaminated waste would be driving
by all day long right in front of the grade school.
We had to learn about hazardous wastes. We researched and taught ourselves. I learned not to waste time going to
informational meetings organized by industry, but that it was important to attend public hearings where you can
find out what the issue is, who controls it, and what is being proposed. I learned to follow the money, and find out
whether my political representatives had accepted campaign money from the industries involved in the project.
Most of all, I learned to organize, to work with everyone I could. Our rule was that any action was fair as long as
it met our goal of stopping the incinerators and as long as we were not violent or destroyed property. We
developed creative ways to do press releases. We did a protest march on Halloween and put candy in the press
releases. We organized a candlelight rally at the state capitol, with no adults allowed to participate. Kids came one
by one to the microphone to express their concerns, and every news outlet covered it. When I noticed that ENSCO
had spelled “Environmental” wrong on their stationery, we called a reporter, and they did a huge article making
fun of the company and playing up the fact that a kid had discovered the spelling error.
Finally, as a result of our work, Arizona paid ENSCO 44 million dollars to leave. They backed out! In his speech,
the governor said that if he hadn’t taken this action, his sons wouldn’t have let him come home. We young people
felt our power.
Sometimes I get really tired, but I’m not going to quit. I’m in this for life. If we kids don’t do something, it’s
going to be worse. I tell other kids, “Get going. Learn about issues, find out who runs your communities, propose
good projects of your own with clear visions and goals, develop good strategies that match the goals, and use
creative tactics. Talk from the heart. Find allies in teachers or other adults to help. Insist on classes that teach more
about the environment than the need to recycle and not litter. Get real, practical information.”
--Adapted from Hoose, Phillip, We Were There Too! Young People in U.S. History. M
 elanie Kroupa Books,
Farrar Straus Giroux, New York, 2001. pp. 246-249.
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Kid Blink, Newsie
I am one of thousands of boys they call “newsies” who holler out the day’s news headlines from New York City
street corners and subway entrances to sell newspapers. We bought our papers from the Hearst and Pulitzer
newspaper companies and made about a nickel for every 10 papers we sold. When we didn’t sell a paper, we lost
money. It was a tough deal, but a straight deal. We knew what to expect – and we gotta eat.
This year (1899), William Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer decided to make up for slow sales by raising the
price we have to pay for the papers we sell. Those men think they have all the power, that there’s nothing kids can
do. We proved them wrong. Three hundred of us gathered at City Hall and formed a union to defend our right to
make enough money to help our families eat.
We elected officers and made committees and
decided to refuse to sell Hearst’s New York
Journal or Pulitzer’s New York World until
their buying price went back to normal. Boots
McAleenan declared to reporters, “We’re here
for our rights and we will die defendin’ ‘em.”
Our strike lasted two weeks. We went to the
places we normally sold papers and held up
signs saying, “Help the Newsboys” and “Our
cause is Just.” We were angry and not always
peaceful. Sometimes hundreds of us
surrounded newspaper delivery carts and
threatened the drivers who got scared and
tossed the papers over the side and fled. When
Hearst and Pulitzer hired strikebreakers to
replace us, we threw rocks at the scabs. Pretty
soon no one would even pick up a paper for fear of what might happen. Even though most of the public supported
us, the companies and strike breakers demanded that the police protect them. Fortunately we could run fast.
Our strike spread to neighboring states. In the summer we organized a huge rally in lower Manhattan; 5000 boys
showed up! I spoke to the crowd: “I’m trying to figure it out – how 10 cents on a 100 papers can mean more to a
millionaire than it does to news boys, and I just can’t see it.”
Finally sales dropped by two-thirds, and Hearst and Pulitzer gave up. They offered us a deal that kept the prices
the same but allowed us to return any unsold papers and get our money back. We have ended up making more
money than we did before. We won.
--Adapted from Hoose, Phillip, We Were There Too! Young People in U.S. History. Melanie Kroupa Books,
Farrar Straus Giroux, New York, 2001. pp. 176-77.
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Kelli Peterson
I thought I was the only lesbian student in East High here in Salt Lake City, Utah. As a sophomore I was really pressured by my friends to
date. I came out that year, and immediately lost all my friends. I got so depressed I was was hospitalized. I watched other gay and lesbian
kids go through the same cycle: denial, trying to hide, acceptance, then your friends abandoning you. So in the fall of 1995, I helped form
an extracurricular club called the Gay/Straight Alliance (GSA) to give us a safe place to be with people who shared our identity and
wouldn’t judge or abandon us. We wanted a low profile, to meet quietly in classrooms; all we asked for is a little classroom time. We
never used the intercom at student announcements. We didn't ask for a picture in the yearbook.
Instead, our club set off a furor that involved national conservative leaders, the State Legislature
and the local school board.
Anti-gay leaders were pleased with what was happening in Utah, they had banned same-sex
marriage and thought this could be the state to help stop the “spread” of high school GSAs. Gayle
Ruzicka, president of the Utah Eagle Forum said, "Homosexuals can't reproduce, so they recruit.
And they are not going to use Utah high school and junior high school campuses to recruit." What
a ridiculous idea! Nobody led me to become a lesbian. My parents are heterosexual. I was taught to
be heterosexual. I was taught to get married and to have children.
The Federal Equal Access Act (EAA) of 1984 says local school boards cannot pick among campus
clubs. The law was passed in order to allow Bible clubs to meet in schools, but it also would have
forced the district to allow our GSA club to meet in the school. Fearing lawsuits -- and loss of
Federal aid -- Salt Lake City's Board of Education voted last week to ban all clubs from city high
schools, from the Polynesian Club to Students Against Drunk Driving. It was an outrageous
decision! They chose to get rid of all student clubs rather than allow one GSA!
We had to organize. Hundreds of us students walked out of Salt Lake high schools, marching on
the State Capitol. During our protest, someone ran over a 14-year-old girl with their car! What are
they afraid of?
The state legislature passed bills forbidding teachers from "encouraging, condoning or supporting illegal conduct – which is what they
called homosexuality." Editorials in a local newspaper owned by the Mormon Church, The Desert News, s aid a ban on high school gay
groups reflected community values. Several students asked the principal for permission to form a club called "the Anti-Homosexual
League” arguing it was against the teachings of the Church. “Ban homosexuality, not clubs -- we should have a demonstration like that."
It is precisely these cruel intolerant attitudes that led us to form the Gay/Straight Alliance in the first place.
Despite all that, I am seeing more and more public support for what we students are doing. The Salt Lake Tribune, Utah's largest-selling
newspaper, called the campus ban "small-minded, uncharitable and cruel." One of our teacher allies, Clayton K. Vetter, became the first
Utah public school teacher to publicly acknowledge his homosexuality. Mr. Vetter, a debate teacher, said gay issues were everywhere. "The
best way to deal with them is through openness," he said, before holding a news conference at the State Capitol. Under the "illegal conduct"
bill, Mr. Vetter risked being fired. Charlene Orchard founded a support group here for high school students, the Citizen's Alliance for
Hate-Free Schools.
In March 1998, the ACLU and other groups filed a lawsuit on behalf of GSA members Keysha Barnes and Ivy Fox, arguing that the
district’s actions violated the EAA since some non-curricular student groups were still allowed to meet. Our complaint also charged that the
district’s policy regarding school clubs was evidence of a broader, unwritten, but very real policy prohibiting the expression of gay-positive
viewpoints in any school setting, and it therefore violated our First Amendment rights as well.
At school board meetings, we held up signs. We kept meeting, either on campus in school hallways or off-campus in coffeehouses until we
won the lawsuit and the district had to allow us to meet on equal terms with other student clubs.
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Adapted from
http://www.nytimes.com/1996/02/28/us/to-be-young-gay-and-going-to-high-school-in-utah.html
http://www.acluutah.org/legal-work/resolved-cases/item/206-east-high-gay-straight-alliance-v-board-of-education-and-east-high-school-pri
sm-club-v-cynthia-l-seidel
http://www.pbs.org/outofthepast/past/p6/peterson.html

Maya Arce
In school, I never see myself in the class materials: U.S. history, literature, math - all dead, white, and male.
That’s why I was so excited to take the Mexican American Studies (MAS) class at Tucson High School. But in
2010, Arizona Governor Jan Brewer signed House Bill 2281 that banned classes designed for a particular ethnic
group and MAS became a target of this racist law. MAS taught Mexican and U.S. history, as well as Central and
South American literature and culture. Students in that program had a graduation rate of 93%, with 85% going on
to college - compared to only 48% of Arizona’s Latino students graduating at all. Opponents of the program
launched a campaign to convince the public that ethnic studies teach everything from communism to terrorism to
promoting racial hatred. It was the opposite of hate - it was racial love.
Nonetheless, based on that law, Tucson shut down its Mexican American Studies program and banned a truckload
of books: Occupied America, The People’s History of the Unites States, 500 Years of Chicano History, Rethinking
Columbus, The Pedagogy of the Oppressed, The Tempest, Ten Little Indians… B
 ooks that students read all over
the country were banned at my school. Students: my older brothers, sisters and friends protested passionately,
including organized walkouts that led to student arrests. Teachers, like my dad, Mexican American Studies
program director, Sean Arce, continued teaching the class on Saturdays, in violation of the state’s ban. In another
action, authors and activists have brought an “underground library” to Tucson, bringing in all the books this law
seeks to keep from students. They even have a name for it, librotraficante, or “book smuggling.” This should not
be a term used in the United States.
Now John Huppenthal, the Superintendent of Public Instruction and a member of the Arizona Board of Regents,
is trying to extend the ban on ethnic studies to all public universities in the state. That’s why we’re taking this to
the federal court. The protests and actions continue, but we must challenge the constitutionality of the Arizona law
banning ethnic studies. It wouldn’t necessarily affect me because I’ll be out of high school by then. But the
students who come after me will be able to take the classes, and it will help them throughout high school and the
rest of their lives.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/01/12/mexican-american-studies-_n_6459696.html
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/blog/precious-knowledge-on-the-front-lines-of-the-ethnic-studies-war
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/precious-knowledge/film.html
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Melba Pattillo Beals
In 1954, The Supreme Court ruled in Brown v. the Board of Education that schools across the country and
particularly in the South, should be desegregated “...with all deliberate speed.” I was 13. But many white people
were not that quick to give in. By the time I was ready to enter my junior year of high school in 1957, nothing
had changed. Some speed. Some justice. When I heard the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, the NAACP, was looking for a group of African-American high school students to integrate Central High
School, an all white high school in Little Rock, Arkansas, to force the state to comply with the ruling in Brown, I
was in! Hundreds of young people volunteered. The NAACP wanted to find those individuals who could stand
what we all knew was coming: physical threats, whites screaming at you, spitting on you, racial slurs, you name
it. It was a kind of warning for us, and a practice, to desensitize us for things to come. Finally, nine students were
selected: Gloria Ray, Terrance Roberts, Elizabeth Eckford, Ernest Green, Minnijean Brown, Jefferson Thomas,
Carlotta Walls, Thelma Mothershed and myself.
Governor Orval Faubus ordered the Arkansas National Guard
to prevent our enrollment. Now we knew we had power if it
took the entire Guard to keep us out! The first day we made it
into the building, the Little Rock Police snuck us in early, but
when people found out, over 1,000 people began rioting
outside. We had to leave, It was terrifying; we didn’t know if
we would make it home alive.
Finally President Eisenhower had to order the U.S. Army’s
101st Airborne to Little Rock in order to protect us and our
right to attend school. They took us to school in a convoy
each day. We each had a soldier assigned to accompany us
where we went. But they couldn’t go everywhere -- not the
bathrooms or the girls’ gym. The harassment never stopped. I was cursed by white students, spat on, and once was
tripped and pushed onto some broken glass. I still have the scars. Just before Christmas, Minnie Jean was expelled
for pouring chili on the head of a white boy who refused to leave her alone, and behaved just like an annoying
little dog, nipping at your heels. Throughout the ordeal, I maintained my dignity. It was the most terrifying time in
my life, but also the most energizing. Somewhere along the line, staying at Central High became an obligation. I
realized that what we were doing was not for ourselves.
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John Tinker
The Vietnam War was heating up fast as I entered my junior year of high school in 1965. President Johnson had called for and more troops
to be drafted to fight an unjust war. In the fall of 1965 I, along with several other students in Des Moines, Iowa, met at Chris Eckhardt’s
house and decided to wear black armbands to school to protest the war in Vietnam and support the Christmas Truce called for by Senator
Robert F. Kennedy. When the principals found out about our protest, they threatened us with suspension if we didn’t immediately remove
the armbands. They said that for us to express an opinion against the war might cause other students to become disruptive, and possibly
even to become violent.
Several of us, including my sisters, Mary Beth (13) and Hope (11), and my brother, Paul (8), and Chris Eckhardt (16) and I decided to wear
the armbands to school anyway. Although our wearing of the armbands did not lead to any violent or disruptive situations at school, we
were still suspended (except for Hope and Paul). We couldn’t believe it. Isn’t this freedom of speech? What about First Amendment rights?
Don’t they apply to us?
Immediately after being suspended, our family received many threats. A man who had a radio talk show threatened my father on the air.
Red paint was thrown on our house. A woman called on the phone, asked for me by name, and then said, “I’m going to kill you!" A week
later, 200 people attended the school district board meeting. The Board responded by postponing a decision, and then on January 3rd, the
school board voted 5-2 to uphold the principals' ban.
We returned to school after the Christmas break without armbands, but in
protest wore black clothing for the remainder of the school year.
With the help of the Iowa Civil Liberties Union and the American Civil
Liberties Union, we sued the Des Moines school board for violating our
First Amendment rights to freedom of speech.
The judge of the US District Court in Des Moines decided in favor of the
school administrators, saying that they had acted out of a reasonable
concern for the safety of their schools. So we decided to appeal our case to
the Eighth US Circuit Court of Appeals in St. Louis. There the judges split
evenly, four in our favor and four against. So we then appealed to the US
Supreme Court to hear our case.
The Supreme Court agreed to hear our case, and afterward they decided in
our favor, seven to two. Justice Abe Fortas, writing for the majority in
Tinker v. Des Moines said,
"First Amendment rights, applied in light of the special characteristics of the school environment,
are available to teachers and students. It can hardly be argued that either students or teachers shed
their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate."
He went on to say,
"The District Court concluded that the action of the school authorities was reasonable because it
was based upon their fear of a disturbance from the wearing of the armbands. But, in our system,
undifferentiated fear or apprehension of disturbance is not enough to overcome the right to
freedom of expression. Any departure from absolute regimentation may cause trouble. Any
variation from the majority's opinion may inspire fear. Any word spoken, in class, in the
lunchroom, or on the campus, that deviates from the views of another person may start an
argument or cause a disturbance. But our Constitution says we must take this risk, and our history
says that it is this sort of hazardous freedom - this kind of openness - that is the basis of our
national strength and of the independence and vigor of Americans who grow up and live in this
relatively permissive, often disputatious, society."
As a result of the decision in our case, it is clear that students do have a right to non-disruptively express their opinions in school.
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Because of my participation in Tinker v. Des Moines, each year I correspond with many students about the case and students’ First
Amendment rights, and why First Amendment rights are fundamental to the health of our democracy.
Adapted from
http://www.rightsmatter.org/multimedia/personal_stories/john_tinker.html
http://tinkertourusa.org/about/tinkerbio/
https://www.aclu.org/tinker-v-des-moines-393-us-503-1969?redirect=free-speech/tinker-v-des-moines-393-us-503-1969

Direct Action Against Saunders Hall at UNC
I’m a student at the University of North Carolina. Recently I joined with other students to take direct action to
change the name of a prominent building on our campus. You see, Saunders Hall is a building that was named
after William Saunders, a white supremacist and head of the Ku Klux Klan in North Carolina. Saunders lived
during the Civil War and was a colonel in the Confederate army. After the war he became the leader of the KKK
in North Carolina and a powerful politician in the state. Because of his power and the fact that he graduated from
UNC, the university named a building after him in 1922. So for nearly one hundred years UNC has honored this
openly hateful, violent, racist individual, just one more reminder that black students like me are not always
welcome at the school. But I helped change that by joining a direct action movement with other students.
We built on the momentum sweeping the nation created by events like the killing of Michael Brown and other
activist groups like Black Lives Matter. One of the things we did to get the attention of UNC leaders and the
public was to stand outside Saunders Hall with nooses around our necks and signs saying “THIS is what
SAUNDERS would do to ME.” Through research and conversation we came up with a compelling alternative
name for the building: Hurston Hall, in honor of the famous African American author and graduate from UNC,
Zora Neal Hurston. We spread the word and gained followers using #HurstonHall and put this on t-shirts for
students to wear around campus. Finally, the UNC’s board of trustees asked to hear from students, faculty,
alumni and others about changing the name of the building. Several months later in May of 2015, the board voted
10-3 to change the name of the building to Carolina Hall. This was a hard-fought journey that required planning,
patience and determination. The board’s 10-3 vote followed about a year of deliberation after student activists
like myself demanded the name change. And although we didn’t get everything we demanded (we’re still going
to call it Hurston Hall!) our actions brought meaningful change.
Sources:
http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/article22503351.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2015/03/26/unc-students-demand-new-name-for-buildinghonoring-a-kkk-leader/
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15 Now PDX
I’m a member of 15 Now PDX, an organization fighting to raise the minimum wage in Portland, Oregon to $15
per hour. Because of organizers and activists, cities across the United States are beginning to wake up to the
needs of working people and raise the minimum wage. SeaTac and Seattle were the first cities to raise the
minimum wages of workers to $15. Recently, 87% of voters in Chicago supported an increase in the minimum
wage to $15 per hour. The movement also spread to Los Angeles, where hotel workers and school employees
won a fight for a $15 minimum wage. And voters in San Francisco approved a measure that raises the minimum
wage to $15 in that city. This is not the product of benevolent politicians or corporations. This is the work of
activists and organizers who hit the streets in protest, who knocked on doors to gather signatures, who navigated
the bureaucracy to get the issue in front of voters. This wouldn’t have happened without groups like 15 Now
PDX and I’m proud to be part of this movement.
According to estimates by researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a single parent raising one
child in Portland, Oregon would need to earn $23.11 an hour in order to adequately cover the cost of food,
housing, medical care, transportation and child care. And a single adult who doesn’t have any kids needs to make
at least $11.25 an hour. But as it stands, the minimum wage in Oregon is $9.25. On top of this, the CEO of
Walmart earns $6,898 an hour, and the CEOs of Starbucks and McDonald's make over $9,000 an hour. This
seems outrageously unfair, which is why I joined the movement to fight for a higher minimum wage!
Our efforts are paying off: after a year of grassroots pressure the City of Portland has implemented a $15 Fair
Wage Policy for all full-time city workers and hundreds of workers at private companies that contract with the
city; Home Forward (formerly the Portland Housing Authority) employees, and seasonal park rangers just won
contracts with a $15 minimum wage; and Multnomah county employees have also won a contract victory for $15.
But without people coming together to demand fair wages, thousands of people will continue to be paid a wage
that doesn’t allow them to live in dignity and they will continue to rely on taxpayer dollars to supplement their
unethically low incomes. I’m proud to join the fight!
Sources:
http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/41051
http://www.oregon.gov/boli/WHD/docs/2015_minimumwage_press_release.pdf
http://www.15nowpdx.org/about/
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Fossil Free Stanford
In 2012 I saw the environmental scholar and activist Bill McKibben give a presentation about the danger of
climate change. He warned that in order for our planet to stay below 2°C of warming above pre-Industrial levels
— an internationally recognized benchmark — 80% of known fossil fuel reserves must stay in the ground. And he
called on people to take action. The model for action that he suggested was the disinvestment campaign that
helped bring down Apartheid in South Africa: students and citizens from across the U.S. called on their
institutions to divest — to sell their holdings — from companies doing business with the oppressive South
African government. The economic pressure this put on the South African government helped convince officials
in that country to make meaningful, democratic changes. McKibben believed that if people organized to divest in
the fossil fuel industry we could make a strong impact on the issue of climate change.
As a college student at Stanford in 2012, I wasn’t born when Apartheid existed. But I remember learning about
Apartheid in South Africa and the brutal ways that black South Africans were treated. And I was surprised to
learn that people in the US, particularly students like me, played a role in bringing about its demise. Bill
McKibben inspired me to take action.
The other Stanford students and I who attended Bill McKibben’s presentation (there were only five of us) created
Fossil Free Stanford. We are an organization committed to convincing the leaders of Stanford to move the funds
of our institution away from fossil fuel companies, including the coal, oil, and natural gas companies. Our core
team is now more than 30 members strong. More than 3,200 community members have signed our petition calling
on Stanford to divest from fossil fuel companies. In 2014, 75% of the Stanford undergraduate body voted in favor
of divestment. Over 370 Stanford faculty have signed onto a letter calling for divestment. Hundreds of alumni
have sent letters of support to Stanford President Hennessy and the Board of Trustees. The list goes on, and our
strength only grows each day.
On May 6, 2014, Stanford divested from the coal industry. While we congratulate the university for taking this
bold step forward, there is still more to be done. Today, our ask has not changed. Fossil fuel companies include oil
and natural gas extraction firms, and Stanford remains invested in many of them. Therefore, we continue to ask
that Stanford:
1. Immediately freeze any new investment in fossil-fuel companies, and
2. Divest within five years from direct ownership and from any commingled funds that include fossil-fuel
public equities and corporate bonds.
Source:
http://www.fossilfreestanford.org/about-us.html
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Direct Action to Fight Islamophobia
My name is Maryam and I’m a student at Bellevue College in Washington. I recently participated in a conference
at my college to encourage Muslim and Arab students and families to learn about their rights and stand up against
bullying and harassment. The conference, called “Take A Stand,” was organized by the group United Muslims of
Washington State because so many Muslims and Arabs are bullied, especially in school, and the only way to end
this is to work together, to learn about our rights, and gain skills in fighting unjust treatment.
I remember being bullied as an elementary-school student when I lived on the East Coast. A kid on the school
bus, referencing my hijab (headscarf), called me a “towel head” and a “terrorist.” My younger sister even had her
hijab ripped off on the playground. When my family moved away from the East Coast to Kirkland, Washington I
thought the days of being bullied were behind me. But I was wrong. As a senior in high school, a student
ridiculed my headscarf in the hallway, telling me I didn’t have to “wear that stupid thing.” And just last week, my
younger brother and sister were walking home from school when a car past them and the driver screamed a
profanity and called them terrorists. I also know about a Muslim American high school student whose teacher,
while discussing the 9/11 attacks, warned the class of “Muslim sleeper cells” and cautioned students to be “careful
who you make friends with.” These experiences are so humiliating and so isolating. Some days I can hardly
bring myself to face my peers.
I’m so glad that conferences like “Take A Stand” are happening. It seems like Muslim and Arab American
students have been overlooked in the anti-bullying campaigns that have recently gained momentum in schools
across the country. But the racism against Muslims and Arabs (Islamophobia) is very real and very intense,
especially since 9/11. Most parents are first-generation immigrants in this country and complaints about
anti-Muslim bullying can be dismissed or downplayed, and families are often afraid to push the issue. They have a
fear of authority, and they don’t want to rock the boat. At the “Take A Stand” conference, though, there were
speakers from human- and civil-rights organizations, as well as a representative from the U.S. Department of
Justice that gave people the tools and the confidence to stand up for themselves, their family, and their friends
who experience Islamophobia.
Now we need to build on this experience, to coordinate with other groups that empower Arab and Muslim
Americans, and continue engaging in direct action campaigns to fight bullying in our schools and communities.
Adapted from the article “Anti-bullying movement has ignored Muslims” by Sarah Stuteville
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/anti-bullying-movement-has-ignored-muslims/
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Young People Sue the Federal Government Over Climate Change
My name is Miko Vergun. I’m a highschool student in Beaverton, Oregon and I’m concerned about climate
change and the way that it is negatively impacting my future and the future of people all over the world. I’m
concerned because scientists have been warning political leaders for decades that climate change is real, that the
amount of carbon we are putting in the atmosphere is unsustainable, and the actions of our government are not
good enough to curb these emissions. But instead of just worrying about climate change I decided to take action:
I joined a lawsuit - along with 21 other young people from across the United States - against the federal
government for violating my constitutional rights to life, liberty, property, and failing to protect essential public
resources.
As young people we recognize that climate change will impact us more than any other generation living today.
Our future is on the line and we are simply asking our leaders to protect our rights and opportunities. We want the
federal government to come up with a plan - a plan supported by scientists - to reduce carbon emissions in the
United States. We are joined in our lawsuit by the world-renowned climate scientist and activist Dr. James E.
Hansen. He has repeatedly said that if we want to stabilize our climate we need to reduce emissions by about six
percent a year and to do this we need much stronger action on the part of the federal government. We have to
make fossil fuels pay their true cost to society. But right now fossil fuels are subsidized by our government. This
is the fundamental problem and it is destroying the planet that we know.
We are running out of water, heat waves continue to get worse each year, wildfires are ravaging our forests, and
superstorms are all too common. If we don’t take serious action now then the costs we will pay in the future (a
cost that will fall more heavily on my generation) will be outrageous. We simply can’t afford to do nothing. As a
teen, I can tell you this is our future we’re talking about. We have to stop going about our lives as if nothing is
happening. This is why I’m taking action.
Sources:
http://ourchildrenstrust.org/us/federal-lawsuit
http://www.opb.org/radio/programs/thinkoutloud/segment/young-people-say-climate-change-violates-constitution
/
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LESSON 5: NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION PLANNING SIMULATION
1) Review “NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION: PLANNING, VALUES, AND SOCIAL
JUSTICE” with students before starting the simulation.
2) Hand out and review the instructions for “ACTION PLANNING: SIMULATION PROCESS “
and “PLANNING YOUR DIRECT ACTION” Ask students if they have questions about the
instructions or their task. The questions should not be treated as a worksheet assignment. Their
participation is what’s most important and their writing will only be a documentation of the group
process that each will be accountable for understanding and writing.
Even though this is a simulation, let them know that they will need to participate in the simulation as
realistically as possible and that what they are learning are both the process of participatory democracy
and the concepts in analyzing real issues. These are important skills to develop that even most adults
don’t have. These skills will be useful in real life to be agents of history, rather than its victims. In real
life, people need to become their own co-leaders, rather expecting some authority figure to take charge.
Therefore, after answering any clarifying questions, the teacher will step back and let students run their
own meeting, just like people do in the world, outside of the classroom. The teacher will only take notes
on student participation, but let students struggle with this challenging task. There will be valuable
lessons learned and debriefed, no matter what happens in this simulation. The simulation, prep for
debrief and debrief will take all of a long block day. If there is not enough time, you can have students
do some writing for the debrief and then share and discuss, the next day.
3) We have also included “THE POINTS OF INTERVENTION WORKSHEET” that you could use
with your class. The general goal of having students do complete this in addition to the “PLANNING
YOUR DIRECT ACTION” graphic organizer would be to help them identify ‘points of intervention’
in both physical and narrative space where we can take action in order to change the story. The
promotion of identifying their specific audience, target, and place will help students focus their tactic as
opposed to just “going out in the streets and protesting”.
4) After completing the simulation, students are now able to take the next step with their planning;
launching their direct action. We have included a variety of authentic assessment ideas that teachers can
use with their students to not only stimulate, but officially launch their direct action. These include ideas
such as writing press releases to give to media outlets, creating petitions, and web based mediums to
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promote their direct action. We have hyperlinked many of these resources. It would be a good idea for
teachers to share this document digitally with students so they can access the links directly.

NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION: PLANNING, VALUES, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
“Justice in terms of the distribution of wealth, opportunities, and privileges within a society:
individuality gives way to the struggle for social justice. ” - Oxford Dictionary
There are two ways we understand the world: through our heads (strategy & analysis) and
through our hearts (story & motivation). To achieve shared purpose, we as leaders must employ BOTH
the head and the heart in order to mobilize others to act on behalf of shared values. In other words, we
engage others in interpreting why they should change their world (their motivation) and how they can
act to change it (their strategy). Public narrative is the “why”—the art of translating values into action
through stories.
We don’t think our values; we feel our values. Often we don’t realize what we value in the world
until we hear a story or witness an injustice that stirs emotions within us. Emotions inform us of what we
value in ourselves, in others, and in the world, and they enable us to express the motivational content of
our values to others. Because stories allow us to express our values not as abstract principles, but as
lived experience, they have the power to move others to action. As you listen to each others’ stories
think about the values these stories convey.
Nonviolent direct action should be applied to address problems of social justice, rather than
minor private conflicts. For instance, it does not apply to merely interpersonal conflicts or one’s
individual desires. NVDA seeks to create tension, as MLK states in his Letter from Birmingham Jail that
brings public attention to an injustice, relying on shared core values to win allies in creative “power
with” to stand up to “power over.” Unlike charity and many kinds of community, good samaritan work,
NVDA usually challenges authorities and those at the top who have concentrated power.
Is your issue a social justice issue? How does it affect or involve the public and SOCIAL justice?
For example, leading a protest against your teacher because you want an A or less homework is not a
social justice issue, but organizing a protest against a teacher was unfair to entire groups of people or to
an individual because s/he is a member of a group, is more likely to be a social justice issue. Many of
the problems we face are based on hierarchical social systems that promote domination and exploitation.
Some of these deeper problems are economic exploitation, racism, sexism, imperialism and
environmental destruction. Therefore, you should think about both short term as well as long term goals
that address the root causes of problems and conflicts.
http://www.daretowin.org/en/who-we-are/principles-of-unity.html
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“True compassion is more than flinging a coin to a beggar; it comes to see that an edifice which
produces beggars needs restructuring. ”
“We must rapidly begin the shift from a "thing-oriented" society to a "person-oriented" society.
When machines and computers, profit motives and property rights are considered more important than
people, the giant triplets of racism, materialism, and militarism are incapable of being conquered.”
-Martin Luther King Jr.

ACTION PLANNING: SIMUL
 ATI ON PROCESS

It is important that your process be democratic and prefigure or embody social justice values. Be
respectful of each other even with you disagree. You may disagree with specific points in people’s ideas,
but don’t attack people for their ideas. For example, be mindful that males or white students with the
most privilege could dominate the group process. Your process needs to be egalitarian and include
everyone’s participation through consensus, because, if you are planning on taking action together, you
will depend on everyone’s commitment
and participation in order to be
successful. The consensus process is a
decision-making method based on values
such as cooperation, trust, honesty,
creativity, equality and respect.
Consensus goes beyond majority rule. It
replaces traditional styles of top-down
leadership with a model of shared power
and responsibility. It is difficult to get
100% agreement of everyone in a group,
but consensus group process can still be
made by letting individuals stand aside
and letting the rest of the group agree on
something they may disagree with, but
willing to honor without dropping out
from the group and the commitment to
participate in the action. When
individuals strongly disagree, they can
block group decisions and thereby
prevent consensus and moving forward,
until amendments can be made.
This will require active listening and some spontaneous self-organizing. The group may decide
to choose a facilitator (not a leader), a note taker, someone “taking stack” (keeping an order of people
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who raise their hands to speak and making sure that a few individual don’t dominate the process), a time
keeper, etc. The group could use the Occupy twinkle or other hand gestures to gauge how the members
of the group feels about an idea even before a more formal vote.
A facilitator can be rotating and should keep the group process on track (for instance, not
repeatedly going over the same issue or letting people interrupt speakers) and call for a consensus vote
when clear proposals come up from the discussion. Everyone should also help this process by actively
listening, participating in a focussed way, suggesting and amending proposals, asking clarifying
questions when needed, building on the matter being discussed and using paraphrasing to help the
processes move forward with clarity.
http://www.occupygainesville.org/sites/default/files/resize/remote/e99e12c696914662225618ca1cd938c
8-480x800.jpg
Remember that anti-oppression practice provides a framework for constructively addressing and
changing oppressive dynamics as they can play out EVEN in our organizing. A recommended brief
reading on anti-oppression within social justice movements and organizations.
http://beautifultrouble.org/theory/anti-oppression/
All students should write on their sheets once a group decision has been made, but until then, the
focus should be on participation in the planning meeting. It may be useful for you to have some blank
paper to take notes or jot down ideas while you wait for your chance to speak, so that you don’t forget
important ideas.
adapted from https://floodthesystem.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/BOOKLET.ussf_.readingorder.pdf

Debrief your meeting process afterwards to see how everyone felt, how the group did and how
the group process developed.
Here are a tools to guide us through critical questions so we can craft a strategic action. Move
around the star from the top, clockwise, refining your action design as you go. Also. Strategy
Chart.
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PLANNING YOUR DIRECT ACTION
Remember: Your process needs to be egalitarian and include everyone’s participation through
consensus, because, if you are planning on taking action together, you will depend on everyone’s
commitment and participation in order to be successful. Use the questions below to help guide your
discussion.
1. What is your campaign? What have other groups done before to address the issue? What is the
particular action opportunity at this moment in time? Is there a new development on your issue or
change in the political climate that you can take advantage of?

2. What is your vision?

3. What is your specific goal? What are you trying to win?
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4. What is your strategy? How are you organizing your resources into power?

5. What is your power in relationship to key decision-makers? What do you have that they want? Who
do you think is your best target?

6. Use the tactic star and campaign strategy arrow to plan your tactic. Make sure it will move you
towards achieving your campaign goal and action demands. What exactly will people do? How will this
tactic put pressure on your target?

Some material taken from the 99% Spring Training Guide, the Midwest Academy Manual for Activists and Marshall Ganz.
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THE POINTS OF INTERVENTION WORKSHEET
This exercise is intended to help student activists identify ‘points of intervention’ in both
physical and narrative space where we can take action in order to change the story. Points of
intervention are places in a system, be it a physical system (chain of production, political decision
making, etc.), or a conceptual system (ideology, cultural assumption, etc.), where action can be taken to
effectively interrupt, challenge, and hopefully change, the system and the story about it. The first four
points are physical locations in a system, while the point of assumption is the narrative point(s). The
point of assumption is often layered on top of one of the first four physical points.
First, clarify with your group the system(s) that you are targeting. Next, identify if/where each
physical point exists in your campaign. In the second column explore ideas for how to stage some form
of intervention at that point.

The five types of points of intervention are points of production (for instance, a factory), points
of destruction (a logging road), points of consumption (a retail store), points of decision (a corporate
headquarters) and points of assumption (a foundational narrative or a place of symbolic importance).
Point of production
Action at the point of production is the foundational insight of the labor movement. Workers
organize to target the economic system where it directly affects them, and where that system is most
vulnerable. Strikes, picket lines, work slowdowns, and factory take-overs are all point-of-production
actions.
Point of destruction
A point of destruction is the place where harm or injustice is actually occurring. It could be the
place where resources are being extracted (a strip mine) or the place where the waste from the point of
production is dumped (a land-fill). By design, the point of destruction is almost always far from public
attention — made invisible by remoteness, oppressive assumptions, or ignorance — and tends to
disproportionately impact already marginalized communities. Intervention at the point of destruction can
halt an act of destruction in the moment, as well as dramatize the larger conflict.
Point of consumption
The point of consumption is the location of interaction with a product or service that is linked to
injustice. Point-of-consumption actions are the traditional arena of consumer boycotts and storefront
demonstrations. The point of consumption is often the most visible point of intervention for actions
targeting commercial entities. Point-of-consumption actions can also be a good way to get the attention
of corporations when lawmakers aren’t listening.
Point of decision
The point of decision, where the power to act on a campaign’s demands rests, is often the most
self-evident point of intervention, and therefore one of the most frequently targeted. Whether it’s a
slumlord’s office see CASE: Day care center sit-in, a corporate boardroom or state capital, or an
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international summit meeting see CASE: Battle in Seattle, many successful campaigns have used some
form of action at the point of decision to put pressure on key decision-makers.
Point of assumption
Assumptions are the building blocks of ideology, the DNA of political belief systems. They
operate best when they remain unexamined. If basic assumptions can be exposed as contrary to people’s
lived experience or core values, entire belief systems can be shifted. Actions that expose and target
widely held assumptions see CASE: Billionaires for Bush and CASE: Barbie Liberation Organization
can therefore be very effective at shifting the discourse around an issue and opening up new political
space. Point-of-assumption actions can take many different forms, such as exposing hypocrisy,
reframing the issue, amplifying the voices of previously silenced characters in the story, or offering an
alternative vision see TACTIC: Prefigurative intervention.
Turning creative action into real change requires careful strategizing. Identifying different
possible points to target is a great first step to help design actions that connect to large campaign and
social change goals.
http://beautifultrouble.org/theory/points-of-intervention/
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THE POINTS OF
INTERVENTION

Identify the Point

Intervention Ideas

Points of Production where/how is it made? Factory,
Crop lands. The realm of
strikes, picket lines, etc.

Point of Destruction - where is
the impact most direct? Dump,
mines, etc. Point of pollution.
Impacts in the community
hardest hit.
Point of Consumption - where
do people interact with it?
Chain stores, websites, places
where customers can be
reached. Consumer boycotts and
markets campaigns.

Point of Decision - where are
the power holders? Corporate
HQ. Slum-lord’s office. Big
meeting of decision makers.
Senator’s golf club, etc.

Point of Assumption - what
are the ways to make
underlying assumptions
visible? Surfacing underlying
beliefs and mythologies.
Spreading creative viral memes.
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AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENTS TO WIN CAMPAIGN
Remember that successful campaigns need to be focussed, persuasive and purposeful, therefore, you
should incorporate effective framing of the issue and a powerful and intentional narrative or story.
People are moved not by facts and statistics, but by stories. Your stories should also have accurate
factual evidence, but those facts should support your story. Know your particular audience for each of
the kinds of writing/media below and how it fits into your campaign strategy. Understand who your
audience is in the spectrum of allies a nd what is your purpose for engaging with them.
- Statistical Numbing: Why Millions Can Die and We Don’t Care: Mother Theresa said "If I look at
the mass I will never act. If I look at the one, I will." Josef Stalin said "One death is a tragedy. One
million is a statistic."
- F.R.A.M.E.S. “This worksheet provides a checklist of qualities that help create an effective message,
and a memorable acronym.” FRAME THE ISSUE; REFRAME OPPONENT’S STORY &
REINFORCE OUR FRAME; ACCESSIBLE TO THE AUDIENCE; MEME; EMOTIONAL; SIMPLE
& SHORT
- Battle of the Story Worksheet: “This exercise is intended to help grassroots activists create more
compelling narratives to communicate their campaigns. The holders are telling about the issue or just the
accepted status quo perception that we are campaigning to change.”
- Think narratively: “Sometimes the best response to a powerful enemy is a powerful story.”
- Point of Intervention Worksheet: Carefully choose your audience and target for your message
“Identifying where to intervene with a new story: this worksheet gives groups a framework to think
through places in the system where we can take action for change.”
- Do the media’s work for them: “Often journalists want to cover an important issue, but can’t for
editorial reasons. The right creative action (that you photograph or film yourself) can give them the
excuse or materials they need.”
Press releases:
http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/topics-issues/organizational-development/251?task=view
http://theshareholderactivist.com/tools-for-shareholder-activists/how-to-write-an-effective-press-release
Web Based Ideas:
Popular education on the internet using memes, youtube videos, tumblrs, and hashtags on social media.
Remember that popular education should be creative, fun and engaging for your message to be seen and
shared by as many people as possible. You want to make it go viral.
What's in a Meme “Designing a meme that works for your group: this tool provides facilitator's
instructions for group strategizing around creative concept generation.”
Public speaking:
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Spokesperson Tips “Talking to the media: a few simple things to remember when engaging as a media
spokesperson.”

Petition:
There are many free petition sites but MoveOn is nonprofit and they will help promote successful
petitions for progressive causes with access to their large database of email addresses.
Incorporate understanding of goals and targets clearly in the petition. The campaign goals or demands of
the petition are your thesis statement. Provide concise evidence and reasons for your demands. It’s
important to keep it concise, but you may include your vision and campaign strategy. You may choose a
different target than the target of the direct action, as a complementary strategy. Examine your power
structure analysis to decide if there may be another target. Also use the Points of Intervention Worksheet
to think about possible targets and audiences for your petition.
http://www.activism.com/en_US/how-to-write-a-petition
http://petitions.moveon.org/create_start.html?source=petitionshomepage
Persuasive Methods from Beautiful Trouble - applicable to both public speaking to audiences, one on
one canvassing, and writing
- Shift the spectrum of allies: Think systemically, not just about issue, but about organizing- activating
and empowering others - who is our audience and where do they stand in our spectrum of allies?
“Here’s how a spectrum-of-allies analysis works: in each wedge you can place different individuals (be
specific: name them!), groups, or institutions. Moving from left to right, identify your active allies:
people who agree with you and are fighting alongside you; your passive allies: folks who agree with you
but aren’t doing anything about it; neutrals: fence sitters, the unengaged; passive opposition: people who
disagree with you but aren’t trying to stop you; and finally your active opposition.
Some activist groups only speak or work with those in the first wedge (active allies), building insular,
self-referential, marginal subcultures that are incomprehensible to everyone else. Others behave as if
everyone is in the last wedge (active opposition), playing out the “story of the righteous few,” acting as
if the whole world is against them. Both of these approaches virtually guarantee failure. Movements win
not by overpowering their active opposition, but by shifting the support out from under them.”
- Seek common ground: Be relational, rather than strictly factual. Don’t attack people’s entire belief
systems, but find common ground.
“A narrative insurgency approach, on the other hand, examines the other’s narrative framework,
learning the component parts and looking for points of connection. Rather than directly attack a
creationist’s whole belief system, for instance, a “narrative insurgent” looks to foment home-grown
insurgency against the most problematic beliefs by identifying ally beliefs a nd seeking to reinforce them.
When speaking to creationists about environmental issues, for example, emphasizing humanity’s
mandate to care for God’s creation can be an effective point of entry.
…
The narrative insurgent’s approach, well executed, can be very effective for identifying and drawing out
allies…
Narrative insurgents do not reject problematic narratives wholesale, but distinguish between those
components that are allied, hostile or neutral to their cause. They embrace as much of a cultural
narrative as possible — the allied and neutral components — and encourage the further development of
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the allied components, using these as the foundations for their organizing efforts with and within the
given community.”
- Show, don’t tell: Use stories with concrete language centered around yourself or a specific person,
imagery, metaphors, etc. on human scale.
“Lead with story, not facts. Facts rarely speak for themselves. While the factual accuracy of your
message is essential, facts should only serve as the supporting details for the story, not the hook that
makes the story compelling.
If you want to convey the devastation of unemployment, don’t lead with statistics. Tell us a compelling
story about one person. Then tell us there are ten million more like her out there.
…
Use powerful metaphors. W
 ith metaphor you can show something for what it is, rather than have to
explain it.”
- Stay on message:
“In interviews: Spokesfolks should practice the ABC’s: acknowledge the question, build a bridge from
the question to your talking points; and communicate your message.
Example:
A
“That’s a great question” or “I’m glad you asked that.”
B
“I think the important issue is…” or “The real question is…”
C
Insert your clear, concise, powerfully worded message.”
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES AND NOTES:
LESSON ON DIRECT ACTION:
“THE POWER OF NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION” FILM:
- For additional World History examples see p. 125-135.
http://peacefulschoolsinternational.org/wp-content/uploads/classofnonviolencecolmanmccarthy.pdf
A FORCE MORE POWERFUL
book, film, website and game
● Part 1: India, Nashville, South Africa
● Part 2: Denmark, Poland, Chile
http://www.aforcemorepowerful.org/
LESSON ON NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION PLANNING SIMULATION:
“NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION: PLANNING, VALUES, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE”:
- Potential problems of activism for teachers to consider
http://www.leftbusinessobserver.com/Action.html
- Planning Process:
http://www.daretowin.org/en/who-we-are/principles-of-unity.html
“PLANNING YOUR DIRECT ACTION”
Note on tactics and strategies that include nonviolent civil disobedience. If you choose to include these,
do so intentionally and be prepared. Preparation for such kinds of action should be much more
extensive, and include jail support, etc. Consult the detailed resources in the nonviolent direct action
training manual links and create a plan.
- A menu and explanation of multiple creative tactics
http://beautifultrouble.org/tactic/
- Case studies of different direct actions- a good resource for optional research and ideas
http://beautifultrouble.org/case/
Know your rights, whether you are engaging in civil disobedience or lawful protest
https://www.aclu.org/know-your-rights/students-free-speech-rights-public-schools
http://cldc.org/organizing-resources/youth-know-your-rights/?
http://rosecitycopwatch.wordpress.com/your-rights-and-the-police/
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https://www.aclu-nj.org/yourrights/the-app-place/
http://www.aclu-or.org/content/know-your-rights-your-rights-oregon
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2015/03/what_rights_do_you_have_when_a.html
Narrative Framing Handbook on Heroes and Villains
http://heroesnarrative.org/sites/default/files/resourcedocuments/HeroesNarrative%20v2.pdf

APPENDIX
Additional examples of direct action to share with students:
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Updates and additional notes

POWER: (“Power” is a relational term. It can only be understood as a relationship
between human beings in a specific historical, economic and social setting. It must be
exercised to be visible.)
1. Power is control of, or access to, those institutions sanctioned by the state. (Definition
by Barbara Major of People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, New Orleans)
2. Power is the ability to define reality and to convince other people that it is their
definition. (Definition by Dr. Wade Nobles)
3. Power is ownership and control of the major resources of a state; and the capacity to
make and enforce decisions based on this ownership and control; and (Alternative
definition to #1)
4. Power is the capacity of a group of people to decide what they want and to act in an
Organized way to get it.
5. (In terms of an individual), power is the capacity to act.
http://www.ywca.org/atf/cf/%7BAC4038C4-BCCA-4F24-B55C-F41063EDF6FE%7D/R
acism%20-Definitions%20for%20Class%20.pdf
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Notes from workshop for Civics Day
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K-Rs9_PvHxQ_yEEDieW5khKD6BIehZRs0J8HLTHpfq8/e
dit
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